Creating Social Presence
Creating “social presence” is an important strategy for bridging the
sense of distance in online learning and fostering and supporting
online relationships.2 Simply put, it means you create a sense in
your students that you are there for them, will respond to them and
are paying attention to them and their work, and that a community
of learners exists to support each other. You accomplish this
through formal and informal interactions with each student and
through whole-class and small-group interactions as well.
Learners’ perceptions of your social presence in a class turns out to
be a strong predictor of student satisfaction with online learning.2

What can social presence help me address
in my online class?
☐ Student motivation to participate
☐ Interaction
☐ Group cohesion
☐ Trust
☐ Verbal and nonverbal communications
☐ Social equality

LEARNERS FIRST

Starting your online planning with the
goals of creating social presence and
facilitating interaction is a learnercentered approach. After you map out
your plan for presence and interaction,
then layer on the content, and then
select the tools to help you accomplish
that plan.

STRATEGIES FOR CREATING SOCIAL PRESENCE
Introductions

Share an introduction (via video, text, audio, or a mix) and have all learners share an introduction as well. Ask students to share
interests or personal trivia, and be responsive to what students do and do not feel comfortable sharing to create a sense of a safe
place. Follow up the next week by asking them to read through introductions, find common interests, and create study groups.

Creating Community: Anchor your Course Design in 3 Types of Interaction
Using these categories to anchor your course design and planning can help you create an online learning experience that is effective (interactions support achievement) and
engaging (interactions foster positive attitudes in distance learners). The structure they provide can be used to help design effective blended and classroom instruction as well.

Learner-Instructor

Whether you use online tools, phones, or mobile devices, interacting with your students—both individually
and in groups—helps you create a sense of presence and supports learning outcomes. The more you interact
with your learners, the lower their sense of distance and the stronger their learning outcomes.

LEARNER-INSTRUCTOR
INTERACTION IDEAS

Select the types of student-instructor interaction
that make the most sense based on your analysis
and strategies, and add additional ideas.

Class Rules and
Expectations

Provide your class with guidelines for “netiquette;” this is a good opportunity to foster autonomy by asking them to help generate
guidelines and expectations.

☐ Virtual Office Hours—establish regular
availability by video, phone, or chat

Live audio or video chats

Schedule a regular live time and make it a blend of both task-focused and social time; for flexibility, make these optional and record
them or meet with students in small groups based on schedule availability instead of one large group.

☐ Live synchronous sessions—optional

Create a space for students to self-organize and talk with each other; this can be a combination of things like discussion forums where
they can post questions and answers, a link to a live room they can meet in 24/7 (like going to the library or coffee shop together), or
using a “presence” tool where they can see who’s in the course the same time they are and chat with each other.

☐ Asynchronous Forum / Discussion Board
discussions

Student Space

Co-create a Class Page

Ask students to co-create a class page (using Google Docs or something similar) where they share their strengths and interests so they
can identify who to reach out to for what.

☐ Personal emails—can use these for check-ins,
to gather feedback, and to provide feedback
☐ Weekly summary emails—helps you summarize
and also prepare students for what’s coming

☐ Formative feedback on student work

ESTABLISHING PRESENCE AND CONNECTIONS IN A NEW ONLINE CLASS

Creating social presence and facilitating the three types of interaction add up to helping you build an online learning community, but there are some
additional things you can do to intentionally foster a sense of community. When you start face-to-face then move online, a lot of community building has
already happened. When you teach a course that is entirely online or starts online, then you have to build community in and through your online course.

☐ Periodic brief individual conferences by
video, phone, or chat

Recorded videos / screencasts—Whether you use
software like Camtasia or Screen-cast-o-matic or
record commentary or narration in a PowerPoint,
there are lots of ways you can create presence
through recordings.

VoiceThread—Use audio discussions instead of or
in addition to text-based discussions—this may be
especially helpful for language instruction.
Audio feedback tools are often available in LMS
for feedback on assignments or responses in
discussions.
Video conferencing allows you and your learners
to see each other and interact in real time.
Common tools for this are Zoom, Adobe Connect,
WebEx, and Blackboard Collaborate.
Email, phone, and mobile are also perfectly fine
alternatives.

Adapted from Moore, 2020

Even with younger learners, if you use Zoom or live sessions, you can leave the first few
minutes to be social time. As they join, sit back for just a bit and let them chat and connect
like they would in the classroom. After they have had some social time at the beginning,
then you can bring everyone together as a class for more structured time. You could also
or alternatively designate times when you’re going to meet but it will be entirely social
with an open structure.

1. Identify opportunities when you
can give formative feedback
on students as they work and
learn. Or have students work in
a shareable format like Google
Docs where you can check in and
provide formative feedback.

Seeing examples, role-playing, case studies, simulations, and diverse
teams are all possible strategies (that can be used independently or in
conjunction with each other) for affective learning objectives. Use the
following to start drafting ideas for your class:

Presentation needs and tools: write or record explanations that
include visuals with audio narration; examples that include pictures,
visuals, and/or videos

• Examples (worked examples, demonstrations, talk-aloud on how you
solved a problem, etc.)

Practice & Assessment Ideas:
• Knowledge checks (quizzes and tests)—recognition, retention,
and near transfer items
Establishing presence and
facilitating interaction help build
Trust and Reciprocity—two key
principles for Online Learning
Communities.

• Role-playing
• Case studies or scenarios

• Drag and drop activities

• Simulation

• Activities to generate lists and sort / re-sort or examples
(e.g. Wiki / Google Doc)

STEM classes, art and design, and classes with fieldwork may seem particularly challenging, but there are some very creative ideas and many
resources to support learning in these content areas.

LABS IN STEM SUBJECTS

STUDIOS & WORKSHOPS IN
ART / DESIGN

CLASSES WITH FIELDWORK

Students can:

Students can:

Students can:

Conduct experiments at home

Record a tour of their work

Take a local field trip and report back

Record labs or experiments or share live

Post art in a virtual museum tour

Complete simulations (many sources for
these exist)

Share in design sessions via video

Gather data from the field and create a
broadcast or report from the field

Engage in “citizen science”
Resources for Simulations
and Virtual Labs:
MERLOT Virtual Labs:
https://virtuallabs.merlot.org/
MERLOT Materials: https://www.merlot.
org/merlot/materials.htm

• Diverse teams (consider what sort of diversity is central to
your objective—disciplinary, cultural, skills / capabilities, racial,
geographic, etc.)

Take a virtual museum tour and report back

Take a virtual tour of a heritage site or
museum

Possible tools for STEM and Art classes:
VoiceThread
Social media tool (e.g. Pinterest)
Discussion board in LMS
Live video chat (Zoom, Collaborate, WebEx, others)

PhET Simulations:
https://phet.colorado.edu/

Video recording tool in the LMS—either for assignment
submission or for discussion submission

LabXchange: https://www.labxchange.org/

Virtual Exhibit tools
https://exhibbit.com/home/
https://www.artsteps.com/

2. Identify times in the course
when you know students will
have questions and create
Q&A opportunities either in
asynchronous discussions,
synchronous sessions, or both.

TYPE OF OBJECTIVE: AFFECTIVE

Presentation strategies (direct instruction): explanation, examples

Create a course page, a class wiki (Google Doc) or other space where students can own and
share and create course content. Give them dedicated discussions or forums, maybe a link
to a video chat room they can use any time, where they can generate ideas together, initiate
discussions on their own, and support each other. Many LMSs will have group tools where
you can create a group space that includes common collaboration tools just for that group.
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important interactions that you can
intentionally plan into your online
course. It increases your social
presence and has a positive effect both
on learning outcomes and on learner
attitudes about online learning.

LEARNER-CONTENT

TYPE OF OBJECTIVE: REMEMBER / UNDERSTAND

Create Sharing Space

Explicitly invite students to contribute and give presentations or share something they
found or learned with the rest of the class. Get your students involved as well in helping
you design this space—ask them for feedback on what they want and ask for volunteers to
help organize or facilitate.

FEEDBACK is one of the most

Learner-Content interaction is largely what we think of when we think about planning and designing instruction.
Instruction that is designed to get learners engaging with the content—acting on it, not just consuming it—is more
effective and more motivating. The following are different strategies that can be used online depending on the learning
objectives you have set (using Bloom’s taxonomy).4

Create Sharing Time

Share the Creating

LEARNER-INSTRUCTOR

TOOLS FOR LEARNER-INSTRUCTOR
INTERACTION AND INSTRUCTOR
PRESENCE

Learner-Content

SHARED CREATION OF A SHARED SPACE
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☐ Live synchronous sessions—required

☐ Weekly announcements—set these to post at
the start of each week to establish presence
without having to remember

Creating Community in Online Classes

More Learner-Content Strategies

There are three main types of interactions that have been identified in research on distance learning: Learner-Instructor, Learner-Learner, and Learner-Content.3

https://www.3dvas.com/
Digital portfolios

TYPE OF OBJECTIVE: APPLY / ANALYZE / EVALUATE / CREATE

Presentation strategies: explain procedures, provide a range of examples across contexts; in some cases, a simulation may be useful
(e.g. application of principles in STEM)
Generative Strategies:

Examples:

• Opportunities for the students to practice the procedure and
submit their product or effort

• Demonstrate the procedure or application (e.g. create a video
and submit it or perform it live)

• Simulations which students can test and/or manipulate

• Explain the steps (could also ask students to explain steps while
they demonstrate performance in a video—i.e., a talk-aloud)

• Generate examples and/or instances in which the methods or
procedures being used are applicable (and not)

• Analyze a recorded demonstration applying principles from
readings (record or submit a written analysis)

Assessment Ideas:
Have students:
• Explain back to you their understanding of the procedure
• Create a concept map or visual model
• Write a brief explaining what principles where applied where and how
• Create a video doing a narrated tour or explanation of work
• For labs or exercises / stretches (e.g., PE or science), record themselves doing an exercise or completing
an activity like building a prototype or testing and gathering data and submit a video—or connect on live
video—to demonstrate and get immediate feedback
• Produce an authentic product (design, work of art, lab report, business plan) and submit for feedback
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